CROSS ROADS HAM RADIO CLUB NET SCRIPT
QST, QST, QST, Good evening everyone this is [Call Sign] - Welcome to the Cross
Roads Ham Radio Clubs’ Thursday Night Net on the W5LCR repeater.
This net will meet every Thursday night at 8:00 PM local time on both of the
CRHRC repeaters, the VHF on 145.330 MHZ with a negative offset and a PL tone
of 103.5 HZ and also on the UHF repeater on 444.500 with a positive offset and
the same PL tone of 103.5 HZ.
The Net is also being simulcast on the following repeaters:
N5TZV repeater on 147.240 (+) offset for Wharton and Matagorda Counties,
K5SOI repeater on 442.050 (+) offset for the Lavaca County area,
KD0NN repeater on 223.900 (-) offset for the North Houston and Spring Areas,
KD5HKQ repeater on 443.375 (+) offset for the South Houston Area, and the
KG5HFL repeater on 444.925 (+) offset in Port Arthur.
All of these repeaters use the same PL tone of 103.5 HZ.
[UNKEY]
My name is [Name] and my call is [Call Sign]. I will be the net control operator for
this week’s session of the net.
If any operator has emergency or priority traffic anytime during this net, please
call “break – break”, give your call sign and the net will recognize you and handle
your traffic.
[UNKEY]
This is a controlled net, all amateur radio operators licensed to operate on this
frequency are welcome to check in and participate and all traffic will pass through
the net control operator.
If you are listening to this net on a scanner or similar monitoring device and you
are interested in learning more about amateur radio and would like to become a
licensed amateur radio operator,

[this line is optional based on net control preference:
you can contact me for more information at telephone number (Phone #) or]
you can send an email to INFO@CRHRC.ORG - that email address once again is
INFO@Charlie Romeo Hotel Romeo Charlie.ORG
[UNKEY]
[Club meeting info will be inserted here when established:
Our club meetings are held on [day and time] At [address and building ID]. ]
For more information, to become a member or to support Cross Roads Ham Radio
Club, please visit us on-line at www.CRHRC.org. While donations are accepted
and very much appreciated, no dues are required to be a member of Cross Roads
Ham Radio Club.
Once again, this is [Name], [Call Sign] on the W5LCR repeater system with the
Cross Roads Ham Radio Club’s Thursday Night Net.
[UNKEY]
Before we begin accepting general check ins - If anyone has any amateur radio
announcements for the net, please give your call sign and the net will recognize
you now.
[Pause for check-ins]
[After information passed to the net]
With no other announcements or information, we will now accept general checkins for the net. Please say your call sign slowly and phonetically, followed by your
name and your location. Also, please let me know if you have any traffic for the
net.
General Check-ins, please call now.
[Log check-ins]

[Pause]
Are there any other check-ins or re-checks for the net?
[UNKEY]

I will now call on stations that have checked in for comments… When you check
in, you have the opportunity to advertise for any ham radio related items or
equipment that you would like to buy, sell, or trade.
[Roll call station check-ins]
Are there any more check-ins or rechecks, please call now …
[Pause]
Are there any more points of interest or questions that have come up based on
the reports given tonight?
[Pause]
With nothing heard, I want to thank everyone that participated in this net.
We had ____ check-in and ____ proxy check-in for tonight’s net.
I will now close this session of the Cross Roads Ham Radio Club’s Thursday Night
Net. This is [Call Sign] returning this repeater back to its normal use.

